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At end of this lecture, students, would be able to;At end of this lecture, students, would be able to;

11-- Define community and its characteristics.Define community and its characteristics.
22-- Set apart between classification of socialSet apart between classification of social
differentiation.differentiation.
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44-- Recognize factors of social class differences.Recognize factors of social class differences.
55-- Describe life styles and their relations to health.Describe life styles and their relations to health.

To a degree acceptable to the accreditation of College.To a degree acceptable to the accreditation of College.
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It is the place where our home is located, children areIt is the place where our home is located, children are
educated, sick people are treated and individuals basiceducated, sick people are treated and individuals basic
needs and desires are met.needs and desires are met.
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* No man is an island, from the time of birth until death,* No man is an island, from the time of birth until death,
all normal human beings are part of a group, the familyall normal human beings are part of a group, the family
or community.or community.
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22-- It is composed of people living together.It is composed of people living together.
33-- People cooperate to satisfy their basic needs.People cooperate to satisfy their basic needs.
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relating to food, drink, marriage, social factors andrelating to food, drink, marriage, social factors and
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-- Caste follows a definite occupation.Caste follows a definite occupation.
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class enjoy better standards of life.class enjoy better standards of life.
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Rural people depend primarily upon agriculture.Rural people depend primarily upon agriculture.

Caste, religion, rituals, kinship, early marriage and highCaste, religion, rituals, kinship, early marriage and high
birth rate are some of important aspects of villages.birth rate are some of important aspects of villages.
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22.Urban society:.Urban society: As towns,As towns, and cities, are relativelyand cities, are relatively
large, dense and have permanent settlement of people.large, dense and have permanent settlement of people.

Civilization means cities. City represents the way ofCivilization means cities. City represents the way of
living of man in modern age, depends less on agricultureliving of man in modern age, depends less on agriculture
and there is occupational diversity.and there is occupational diversity.

The social life is impersonalThe social life is impersonal
and less intimate.and less intimate.

Cities are melting pots of races, people and culture.Cities are melting pots of races, people and culture.
New ideas and behaviors emerge which further spreadNew ideas and behaviors emerge which further spread
to villages.to villages.
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55-- Social mobility:Social mobility: According to social mobility, weAccording to social mobility, we
havehave 22 types:types:

CloseClose-- class society:class society: As in India, based on caste, so it isAs in India, based on caste, so it is
difficult to make reforms without resistance.difficult to make reforms without resistance.

OpenOpen ––class society:class society: movement on social ladder ismovement on social ladder is
unrestricted. It is based  uponunrestricted. It is based  upon achievement or gainingachievement or gaining
wealth. The society here is progressive.wealth. The society here is progressive.

66-- Education:Education: as illiterate and literate.as illiterate and literate.

77-- Religion.Religion.
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People in community are differentiated by certainPeople in community are differentiated by certain
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and degree of stress.and degree of stress.

Social scientists usedSocial scientists used occupationoccupation widely as a mean ofwidely as a mean of
determining the level of social standing of an individualdetermining the level of social standing of an individual
in a community.in a community.
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11. Heterogeneous grouping:. Heterogeneous grouping: in each social class therein each social class there
are different occupations, educations and familyare different occupations, educations and family
background.background.

22. Occupational mobility:. Occupational mobility: occupation may be changed.occupation may be changed.

33. Women:. Women: some occupations are exclusively occupiedsome occupations are exclusively occupied
by males and vise versa.by males and vise versa.

44. Regional variation. Regional variation not took in the account.not took in the account.

55. No. of jobs are increasing. No. of jobs are increasing widely.widely.

66. Class III very large.. Class III very large.
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Factors of Social class difference in health andFactors of Social class difference in health and
diseases:diseases:

II-- Physical environment:Physical environment: the type of housing,the type of housing,
overcrowding, access to safe water and clear air all haveovercrowding, access to safe water and clear air all have
an important effect on health of human and actuallyan important effect on health of human and actually
these factors are differ in different social class.these factors are differ in different social class.

IIII –– Difference in services provided:Difference in services provided: some people insome people in
lower social class are even unlower social class are even un--doctored.doctored.

IIIIII –– Materials and resources:Materials and resources: income , wealth, tools allincome , wealth, tools all
are important factors for accessing a better healthare important factors for accessing a better health
services.services.
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have longer life expectancy, less mortality and betterhave longer life expectancy, less mortality and better
health and nutritional status than those in the lowerhealth and nutritional status than those in the lower
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Definition of life style:Definition of life style: “The method in which  people“The method in which  people
are living”are living”

Reflecting the whole range of social values, attitude,Reflecting the whole range of social values, attitude,
habits and activities.habits and activities.

It is composed ofIt is composed of culturalcultural andand behavioralbehavioral patterns andpatterns and
life long personallife long personal habitshabits ( as smoking and alcoholism)( as smoking and alcoholism)
that have developed through process of socialization.that have developed through process of socialization.

Life styles are learnt through social interaction withLife styles are learnt through social interaction with
parents, peer groups, friends, siblings, schools andparents, peer groups, friends, siblings, schools and
mass media.mass media.
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11. Acquired through repetition.. Acquired through repetition.
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33. Can be performed under similar circumstances.. Can be performed under similar circumstances.
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smoke free society and reduction of stress.smoke free society and reduction of stress.
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While inWhile in developing countriesdeveloping countries, where traditional life, where traditional life
styles still persist, the risk of illness and death arestyles still persist, the risk of illness and death are
connected with lack of sanitation, poor nutrition and poorconnected with lack of sanitation, poor nutrition and poor
personal hygiene.personal hygiene.
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Manual workerManual worker, see life in terms of making the best of, see life in terms of making the best of
what comes along, with little control over the future.what comes along, with little control over the future.

NonNon-- manual workermanual worker, on the other hands, consider that, on the other hands, consider that
the future can be controlled.the future can be controlled.
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** In the pastIn the past, polio, leukemia, cirrhosis were associated, polio, leukemia, cirrhosis were associated
with upper social class, why ?with upper social class, why ?

-- Polio, because good housing acquire little activePolio, because good housing acquire little active
immunity from environment and vaccines are not yetimmunity from environment and vaccines are not yet
developed.developed.
-- Leukemia, More exposed to X rays.Leukemia, More exposed to X rays.
-- Cirrhosis, more able to afford alcohol.Cirrhosis, more able to afford alcohol.

** Neurosis more in class I, psychosis more in class V.Neurosis more in class I, psychosis more in class V.
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Examples of unhealthy life style:Examples of unhealthy life style:

AA-- Chronic nonChronic non-- communicable diseases:communicable diseases: life stylelife style
change, constitute one of six major risk factors in adultchange, constitute one of six major risk factors in adult
e.g.e.g.
11. Coronary heart diseases:. Coronary heart diseases:
-- Smoking.Smoking.
-- Eating rich fatty diets.Eating rich fatty diets.
-- Sedentary life.Sedentary life.
-- Alcoholism.Alcoholism.
-- Stress.Stress.
22. Hypertension:. Hypertension:
-- Eating high salts in diets in addition to the previous allEating high salts in diets in addition to the previous all
factors in CHD.factors in CHD.
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33. Cancer:. Cancer:
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-- Industrial materials.Industrial materials.
-- Radiation hazards.Radiation hazards.

44. Blindness:. Blindness:
-- social class Vsocial class V 22 times prevalence than social class I.times prevalence than social class I.
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It is not due to lack of food, but, people choose poorIt is not due to lack of food, but, people choose poor
diets (not in term of expenditure) when good ones arediets (not in term of expenditure) when good ones are
available because of cultural influences.available because of cultural influences.
Malnutrition = obesity or underweight or sp. deficiencyMalnutrition = obesity or underweight or sp. deficiency

-- Rice in many countries is the main diets which actuallyRice in many countries is the main diets which actually
lead to more obesity and CHD.lead to more obesity and CHD.

-- In south India after theIn south India after the 22nd world war, they refuse tond world war, they refuse to
eat rice (their main diets was wheat), this lead to masseat rice (their main diets was wheat), this lead to mass
malnutrition.malnutrition.
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